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Best New Bras and Tips for the Perfect Fit
Glamour Mag Editor Helps Get You the Comfort, Cleavage and Curves You Want

Victoria's Secret BioFit, $42-45
Personalized fit per cup size.
Colors: neutrals and brights, sizes 32B-C,
34-36A-DD, 38B-D
Victoria's Secret has taken everyday sexy to a
whole new level by designing a bra that is
personalized for each cup size for the ultimate naturally
enhanced silhouette. For example, the placement of the padding
in an A cup BioFit is more pronounced than in the C cup, which
has considerably less. This cup is also shaped differently and
positioned in a different part of the cup. The BioFit comes in a
variety of sassy, bright spring colors like Hot Lips, Sugared Violet
and Captain Navy. Click here to see Victoria's Secret's Biofit
bra.

Wacoal iBra, $50

Stitchless, seamless and tagless
Extremely lightweight
Sizes 32B-36D
Sleek, sexy and sophisticated, the iBra is designed with the most
technologically advanced fabrics and manufacturing techniques.
The iBra is the first completely stitchless, seamless and tagless
contour bra available in the United States. The underwire is
comfortably hidden and sealed between fabric layers, so there is
never any exposed wire or stitching against the body. Click here
to see the Wacoal iBra.

Le Mystere's Dos Nu Convertible Low Back Bra
1155, $56

Can be worn three ways
Clear, fully adjustable straps
Colors: black and nude, sizes 32A-36 DD
The Dos Nu Convertible Low Back bra is a smooth, moulded,
deep plunge cup bra that comes with multiple straps. It can be
worn three ways with some of your sexiest tops: crisscross,
halter and wide set, and is constructed from high-tech seamless,
smooth microfiber. Click here to see the Dos Nu Convertible
Low Back Bra 1155.
Once you've found the perfect bra, it's important to wash it
carefully so that it doesn't lose its shape. Throwing it in the
machine will disform most moulded cups, but handwashing is
also a pain. Instead, try popping your bra into the Bra Ball and
then tossing that into the machine. Click here to see the Bra
Ball.
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